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Prophets 91.

Eden. He assumes it is a wilderness. He assumes they are in this condition. He does

that in 51:3 and also in 52, Verse 2 and. Verse 5, Verse 2 "Shake thyself from the dust;

arise, C Jerusalern:loose thy1f from. the bands of thy neck, 0 captive daughter of Zion."

He doesn't say: "God is going to send you into captivity and then deliver you." He assumes

they are in captivity and tells them that God is going to deliver them. The standpoint is

a standpoint of a time one hundred. and fifty years future to the time of Isaiah. We'll look

on it further tomorrow morning and the assignment for think we need

to go further into Isaiah-so we will take just six chapters for tomorrow of Jeremiah.

Jeremiah 36-41.
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For today was Jeremiah 36 through 41. Now, for next time we'll make it from 42 on

to the end. of the section that we want to do this way and I think that 45 is included

So that will make only three chapters for next time and that will give you plenty of

time to catch up and see if there any chapters not done and I'll collect them then

next Tuesday through that point, and right there I'd like to remind you of

some-thing,not that I have any reason to think anyone has forgotten but I just want to

make sure that you won't forget, and that is this . and. as I

the opposite of what should be correct

in that particular place, because it destroys the whole purpose of it to put checks

there; that is to say, the purpose of it is to have it so that you can run your eye

over it quickly and at a glance at a page you can see --- there is mostly review

here, there is mostly blessing . there are a-few problems here, there is some

discussion of this and if you have checks in every case you have to look p to the

top and see what the checks refer to and it multiplies three-fold. the amount of time

it takes to use the chart. I made that very clear I think when I explained the chart

.nd showed how in each case I did. not want checks because in past years I have re
any,

ceived many papers with checks on them. Now I don't know that anybody putl checks
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